**Abstract:** Emergence of two-dimensional (2D) materials with atomic-layer structures, such as graphene and MoS$_2$, which have excellent physical properties, provides the opportunity of substituting silicon-based micro/nanoelectronics. An important issue before large-scale applications is the heat dissipation performance of these materials, especially when they are supported on a substrate, as in most scenarios. Thermal transport across the atomic-layer interface is essential to the heat dissipation of 2D materials due to the extremely large contact area with the substrate, when compared with their atomic-scale cross-sections. Therefore, the understanding of the interfacial thermal transport is important, but the characterization is very challenging due to the limitations for temperature/thermal probing of these atomic-layer structures. In this review, widely used characterization techniques for experimental characterization as well as their results are presented. Emphasis is placed on the Raman-based technology for nm and sub-nm temperature differential characterization. Then, we present physical understanding through theoretical analysis and molecular dynamics. A few representative works about the molecular dynamics studies, including our studies on the size effect and rectification phenomenon of the graphene-Si interfaces are presented. Challenges as well as opportunities in the thermal transport study of atomic-layer structures are discussed. Though many works have been reported, there is still much room in both the development of experimental techniques as well as atomic-scale simulations for a clearer understanding of the physical fundamentals of thermal transport across the atomic-layer interfaces, considering the remarkable complexity of physical/chemical conditions at the interface.
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**1 Introduction**

Graphene continues receiving extensive attention due to its unique properties [1–7]. It has been experimentally validated that suspended graphene possesses an extremely high thermal conductivity, above 1000 W/m·K [7–10]. Numerical simulations and theoretical analysis have been conducted to understand the unique thermal properties of suspended graphene under various conditions [11–16]. The development of graphene synthesis methods, including physical peeling [5], chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [17], and high-temperature annealing on SiC [18], has enabled implementation of graphene flakes into micro/nanodevices [19]. Owing to its superthin thickness, graphene needs to be supported on a substrate for easier manipulation in most applications [20]. Meanwhile, the heat dissipation in graphene flakes during device operation follows two paths: one along the lateral direction of graphene layer and one in the out-of-plane direction through the interface. Although graphene’s in-plane thermal conductivity is superhigh, the overall thermal conductance is relatively low, and heat dissipation of graphene in the lateral direction is greatly limited compared with the interfacial thermal transport [21]. In the thermal design of graphene-based micro/nanoelectronics, these two transport paths need to be carefully examined and thoroughly considered for better integrated thermal performance [21]. Compared with a large amount of the work measuring the thermal conductivity of suspended...
graphene, not as much attention has been paid to the interfacial thermal transport between graphene or other atomic-layer materials and the substrate. This knowledge is important and needs to be clearly understood for using graphene and other 2D materials. In this review, we will summarize state-of-the-art studies about the thermal transport across atomic-layer interfaces. Thermal transport across graphene interfaces is our main focus. Studies of other novel 2D materials, like MoS$_2$, hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN), and silicon will also be briefly reviewed.

Thermal transport across atomic-layer interfaces is a complicated issue due to the limitation in spatial dimension and uncertainty in interfacial interactions between adjacent materials. The atomic-thin structure of graphene flakes makes it difficult to characterize interfacial thermal transport. Moreover, the structural change in preparation and transfer processes of large-scale graphene flakes makes the interface situation even more complicated [22, 23]. SiC annealing is an effective way to fabricate monolayer graphene with controllable conditions [24]. However, the extreme conditions required in the synthesis process are a big challenge to overcome. In addition, different thermal expansions of adjacent materials during the annealing process might introduce corrugations and wrinkles [25]. In other methods, like in chemical vapor deposition (CVD), quite a lot of functional groups exist at the graphene surface and are difficult to clean out [23]. During the graphene transfer process, the graphene flakes easily warp on the substrate due to their softness. Therefore, it is very common to find corrugations/wrinkles at graphene-substrate interfaces [26]. Despite the complexity of various physical/chemical conditions, the atomic bond between graphene and substrate also impacts its interfacial thermal transport [27]. The covalent bond (can be obtained from the SiC annealing method) features a tight contact and is supposed to promote energy coupling between graphene and substrate. Van der Waals bond forms a relatively loose interface and might not be good for interfacial thermal transport.

The characterization of thermal transport across a graphene interface is very challenging due to the limitation of instruments and the measurement pathways as extremely high spatial resolution for thermal probing is required. For example, if the interfacial thermal resistance is in the order of $10^{-9}$ K-m$^2$/W for a tight contact, the time constant for graphene to reach steady state (upon sudden heating) is estimated to be in the order of $10^8$ s. This is beyond the capacity of many traditional thermal characterization methods, such as the laser flash method and traditional laser reflectance method based on nanosecond lasers. An alternative is to use the ultrafast technique by employing femtosecond lasers (pump-probe). For pump probes, the surface reflectance, in fact, gives temperature information of both graphene and substrate, which is difficult to be distinguished. Another material must be coated on top of graphene to make a more defined temperature measurement. Besides optical methods, electrical methods are also employed, for example, the $3\omega$ method, to characterize interfacial thermal conductance [28]. The interfacial thermal transport across graphene interfaces can be understood by conducting either theoretical analysis or molecular dynamics simulations, which are effective tools to explore the energy dissipation at the atomic scale. In this review, we will summarize typical methods employed in the thermal characterizations across atomic-layer interfaces, followed by discussions about some results under various experimental or sample conditions and the physics behind them. The followed sections focus on the molecular dynamics study including models, methods, and results for the interfacial thermal transport. Finally, current challenges and opportunities in the atomic-layer thermal transport study are presented to our best knowledge.

2 Technologies for characterizing thermal transport across 2D atomic-layer interfaces

An interesting topic in the field of microscale heat transfer since late last century has been the difference in the thermophysical properties of a thin film as the thickness of the specimen shrinks to submicron scale [29]. As the sample dimension is reduced, some traditional characterization methods, which are well applied on bulk materials, might not be applicable. In the past two decades, significant progress has been made on the development of new techniques, which have been successfully applied on the measurement of thermal conductivity of thin film ranging from tens of nanometers to microns. These techniques can be classified as steady-state methods, including a microbridge method developed by Zhang and Grigoropoulos [30], thermal comparator technique [31], bolometer’s method [32], and some transient methods, including the well-known $3\omega$ method [33], thermoreflectance (photothermal) method [34], photoacoustic method [35, 36], and laser flash method [37], etc. A comprehensive review by Mirmira and Fletcher presents the measurement principles as well as results of these aforementioned techniques [29]. Not many works have been reported for measuring...
the interface thermal conductance of thin films compared with above techniques for directly measuring intrinsic thermal properties. This is because of the difficulty in distinguishing interfacial thermal transport and thermal transport inside the materials of such thin thickness. One work measuring the thermal contact resistance by depositing a metal strip on dielectric substrate was conducted by Swartz and Pohl [38]. Other works either based on optical/laser methods or electrical methods have been developed from traditional characterization methods for the measurement of thin films, such as ultrafast pump probe and differential 3ω method, and so on.

When it comes to the interfacial thermal resistance between atomic-layer materials, which is an extreme case of the thin film-substrate system, great challenges for thermal characterization are brought up due to the reduction in the sample thickness. First, the sample with an atomic-thin thickness features an extremely fast heat dissipation process. Because of this reason, traditional electrical methods such as the 3ω method cannot fulfill this requirement for outranging the capacity of the instrumentation. For optical measurements, such as ultrafast pump-probe method, the surface temperature of the sample is difficult to define because large amounts of the laser will be transmitted through the material (graphene as an example). Therefore, the outlet for solving this problem can be divided as two different ways. One way is to make some modifications on the sample surface based on existent methods to either extend the characteristic time of interfacial thermal transport or make the surface temperature of the sample be well defined. The other approach is to develop new methodologies to directly distinguish surface temperature of the sample from that of the substrate without any treatment even at such small space. In this section, we will review existent works which have successfully characterized the interfacial thermal conductance of graphene interfaces based on this proposal.

2.1 3ω method for characterizing atomic-layer thermal contact resistance

The first experimental work reporting thermal contact resistance between graphene and SiO₂ employed 3ω method [28]. The principle of 3ω measurement is straightforward: a metallic wire is deposited on the sample surface serving as a heating source as well as the temperature probe. The surface needs to be polished and have excellent contact with the wire. An AC current with a frequency of ω is applied to the wire, then the heat flux and corresponding temperature oscillation will have a frequency of 2ω, which gives a change of the electrical resistance of the wire at frequency 2ω. The electrical resistance with 2ω frequency multiplied by the AC current of ω frequency gives sample’s voltage variation of 3ω frequency. Therefore, the sample’s thermal response to the AC heating is related to the thermal conductivity of the material and can be obtained by measuring the voltage oscillation [39]. The 3ω method has great capability of measuring semi-infinite materials as the thermal penetration length can be made larger than the heater line width, and relatively low frequencies are needed. However, if the thermal penetration depth is low, for example, in the order of nanometers (the thickness of graphene), extremely high modulation frequencies are needed. In addition, the 3ω method usually requires the line width much smaller than the thickness of the to-be-measured material to apply a sound physical model. When it comes to the application of measuring graphene structures with atomic thickness, the fabrication of such thin line heaters becomes impossible.

Targeting this challenge, Borca-Tasciuc et al. proposed a differential method of the 3ω technique. Its principle is to perform a controlled condition experiment and count the difference in the temperature rise between a film-substrate system and a same substrate system but without the film [39]. Chen et al. applied this method on the thermal contact resistance measurement between graphene and SiO₂ with a sandwiched interface [28]. Figure 1 shows the details for the microfabrication of...
this sandwiched structure. They first mark the positions of graphene flakes that are deposited on a silicon wafer and evaporate another oxide layer on the graphene flakes. On the oxide layer, they patterned two heaters for the 3ω technique with one on top of graphene layer and another one on top of no graphene. After this step, they used argon ion milling to trim the interface structure, ensuring one-dimensional (1D) heat conduction through the interface. During the measurement, the temperature rise for two heaters were recorded: one is for the sample measurement and the other one is used as a reference. The difference in temperature responses results from the two thermal resistances of graphene-SiO$_2$ interfaces (bottom and top) by assuming that the contact resistance between oxide layers (in the controlled condition) is negligible [28]. This sandwiched structure advances thermal characterization of graphene interfaces by overcoming the challenge that demands very high modulation frequencies and thin thickness of metallic wire due to the ultrathin thickness of graphene.

2.2 Pump-probe method to characterize interfacial thermal resistance

The pump-probe technique is an optical thermal characterization method that has been used extensively for thermal characterization of micro/nanofilms [40]. The principle is to use a pump (pulsed) laser to introduce laser heating. After that, the surface temperature of the sample experiences a fast rise due to the laser absorption and a slow drop due to the heat dissipation down to the substrate. A probe laser is adopted to measure surface temperature simultaneously during/after the heating by probing the reflectance of laser beam, which is temperature dependent. As the heating time is extremely short, it is desirable to use the same pulse (with much less energy) to monitor the temperature evolution after heating. This can be controlled by using a moving stage to adjust the optical path to vary the time delay. As mentioned in the introduction, the characteristic time for heat conduction across the graphene interface is extremely small due to the thin thickness. The following is a detailed physical explanation. The time constant of graphene to reach steady state can be estimated as $\rho Vc/\hbar A$, where $\rho$ is the density of graphene, $V$ is its volume, $A$ is the surface area, $c$ is its specific heat, and $\hbar$ is the effective heat convection coefficient ($=\text{inverse of interfacial thermal resistance}$). Taking the heat capacity of graphite for graphene (high accuracy estimation), and using interfacial thermal resistance in the order of $10^9$ K m$^2$/W for a tight contact interface, the characteristic time is in the order of $10^{-3}$ s (100 fs). This requires the pulse duration of the laser to be at the same time scale or shorter in order to track the ultrafast temperature evolution of graphene. That is why the ultrafast technique is needed in the pump-probe method for thermal characterization of graphene interfaces.

In the measurement, the graphene layer is always coated with a metallic layer. There are two purposes for this arrangement. First, bare graphene has an extremely short time for heat dissipation as discussed above. This places great difficulties in the pump-probe technique even when a fs laser is used. By coating a metallic layer on the graphene surface, the effective thermal mass under detection is increased hundreds of times. The requirement for extremely fast temperature probing is relaxed significantly. Second, graphene has a good optical transmission (2.3% of laser absorption for a single layer at 532 nm [41], this absorptivity might vary a little bit for different wavelengths [42]). If no metallic layer is coated, most of the probing laser passes through the graphene layer to reach the substrate. As the reflected light mostly comes from the substrate rather than graphene, the measured temperature is not solely for graphene. In fact, it carries combined temperature information about both graphene and substrate surface. Therefore, it is almost impossible to characterize the interfacial thermal resistance. The coating of a metallic layer can ensure that all probed light comes from the same depth, and the temperature difference across the interface is sensible. However, the thermal transport across the metallic layer might interfere with the thermal transport across the graphene-substrate interface. The characterization result for the graphene-substrate interface might be different from the bare sample without metal coating. This effect will be discussed in detail in the next section. The principle of Zhang et al.’s pump-probe measurement is similar to the differential 3ω method: two measurement points were selected (as shown in Figure 2) with one having graphene layer insertion while the other point not [22]. The difference in temperature measurement stems from the thermal resistance of graphene interfaces. There are other works reporting the interfacial thermal resistance of graphene interfaces by using the pump-probe method [23, 43].

2.3 Raman-based thermal probing technique for interfacial thermal characterization

In recent years, a steady-state optical method, Raman thermometry, has been widely used in thermal characterization of many nanostructured materials, such as carbon...
nanotube [44] and graphene [7]. In Raman thermometry, different characteristics of Raman signals excited from different materials can be used for temperature measurement. First, the peak shift (frequency or called wavenumber) is a good temperature indicator. For example, the Raman peak of graphene (G-band) shifts to the lower wavenumber direction linearly with increasing temperature at a coefficient of $\sim 0.016 \text{ cm}^{-1}/\text{K}$ [45]. The peak intensity is another feature for temperature probing. But it is always affected by focal levels of the optical path. Besides peak shift and intensity, Raman linewidth is the third feature for temperature probing with advantages of not being affected by thermal stresses [21]. It gives an idea of measuring thermal stress effect during Raman probing by combining the analysis of Raman frequency and peak width [25]. By using Raman thermometry, the interfacial thermal resistance can also be characterized specifically in two different pathways. Note Raman characterization is especially good at measuring the thermal transport across an ultrathin film/substrate interface as the Raman excitation laser can penetrate the film to reach the substrate [41]. Graphene has a good Raman scattering response, excited by only 2.3% of laser energy. If the substrate is a good Raman-sensible material, too (for example, silicon wafer), the scattered Raman signal contains temperature information about both graphene and silicon. This appears on one Raman spectrum as two distinctive Raman peaks. From these peaks, the temperature of adjacent materials can be extracted and used for thermal resistance evaluation [21]. The Joule heating method features a uniform and very controllable heating density, which can be easily manipulated for different experimental conditions. However, Joule heating requires the fabrication of an electric circuit. Also, the laser heating involved in Raman probing is a problem and needs to be carefully considered during temperature calibration. In addition, the thermal stress during Joule heating is another issue, which needs more attention, especially for high temperature measurement. Yue et al. conducted the measurement of thermal resistance between epitaxial graphene and 4H-SiC by using the electrical heating and Raman probing method [21]. As shown in Figure 3, a trilayer graphene is connected with a current
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**Figure 2:** The principle of measuring thermal resistance of sandwiched structure of Al/graphene/Si interface by using ultrafast pump-probe method. Reproduced with permission from Reference [23]. Elsevier, Copyright (2013).
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**Figure 3:** The schematic of electrical heating Raman-probing method to measure interfacial thermal contact resistance between graphene and 4H-SiC. Reproduced with permission from Reference [21]. John Wiley and Sons, Copyright (2011).
source that supplies steady-state Joule heating. A probing laser is focused on the graphene layer for Raman excitation. The obtained Raman signal can be used to determine the temperature of both graphene and SiC. It needs to be noticed that the obtained temperature of SiC is not from the surface adjacent to graphene. It is an average value of SiC within the laser penetration depth/focal depth. This needs to be considered in the thermal resistance calculation \[21\]. Actually, the portion of the Raman signal from a different depth of laser penetration, which contributes to the measured temperature, is not constant. A precedent calibration experiment needs to be performed to characterize the intensity of Raman signal at different focal levels. Therefore, the surface temperature of SiC can be defined as \[ T + \beta \int_{-\Delta z/2}^{\Delta z/2} z I \, dz \int_{\Delta z/2}^{z} \frac{1}{\beta} \, dz \], where \[ T \] is the measured temperature of SiC from Raman signal; \[ \beta \] is the temperature slope of SiC along the focal depth, which can be determined as \[ q''/k \] ( \[ k \] is the thermal conductivity of SiC). A 0 point for the derivation is set at the graphene sheet whose thickness is in the order of nanometer and can be ignored comparing with the focal depth (in the order of micrometer). \[ I \] is the distribution of Raman intensity obtained from the above calibration experiment.

2.3.2 Photon heating and Raman probing

Besides electrical heating, laser heating is an alternative to induce temperature difference for interfacial thermal characterization. The laser heating method can effectively overcome the challenge in micro/nanofabrication of electrical circuit, and provides great advantages in measuring samples of extremely small sizes. Also, in the Joule heating method, if the sample is not uniform, for instance, the graphene layer number distribution is not uniform in space, the Joule heating density will not be uniform in space. This could introduce considerable uncertainty in determining the heat flux across the interface in the Raman probing region. The localized heating effect in the laser heating method makes sure the laser heating region and the Raman probing region are the same. This design helps improve the measurement accuracy significantly. Compared with the thickness of graphene, the heating laser beam is much larger, and the heat conduction across the graphene interface can be regarded as 1D. Cai et al. used a probe laser from Raman spectrometer to heat graphene and used a modified thermal diffusion model for supported graphene \[46\]. The Bessel function used in their work involves both thermal conductivity of graphene and interfacial thermal resistance. The heating density can be adjusted by switching different focal lenses, and the interfacial thermal resistance can be estimated accordingly \[46\]. The work by Tang et al. used two lasers to realize this technique: the laser with a higher energy is used as the heating source of graphene and the other one with much less energy equipped with Raman spectrometer is used solely as thermometer for temperature probing \[25\]. As shown in Figure 4, the focal areas of the two lasers

![Figure 4: The schematic of photon heating Raman-probing method to measure interfacial thermal contact resistance of graphene interfaces. Reproduced with permission from Reference [25]. American Chemical Society, Copyright (2014).](image-url)
are overlapped, and the probing area needs to be smaller than the heating area. This separate photon heating and Raman probing design has the great advantage to avoid any slight optical alignment shift during objective lens change in confocal Raman. Our past experience confirms that a small change in the optical alignment can introduce undesired shift in the Raman spectrum, including its wavenumber, linewidth, and intensity. In the separate photon heating and Raman probing method, the Raman system stays at the exactly same configuration, and only the power of the heating laser is varied.

In Tang et al.’s work, two different interfaces have been characterized: graphene-Si interface and graphene-SiO$_2$ interface [25]. For the interfacial thermal characterization between graphene and SiO$_2$, the heating laser is focused on the graphene layer through the substrate. The purpose of this arrangement is to make the optical path easier to adjust based on the Raman setup used in this experiment. However, this arrangement requires the substrate material to be transparent to the heating laser. Very recent work by Tang et al. also employed this technique/set up to characterize the interfacial thermal resistance between graphene and SiC [47]. In this photon-heating Raman-probing method, the laser absorption in graphene needs to be carefully evaluated as the amount of energy absorbed in graphene directly determines the value of thermal contact resistance. In Tang et al.’s work, the interfacial thermal resistance was characterized by using both Raman shift and width methods [25, 47]. The difference between these two methods was used to evaluate the thermal stress during laser heating. In addition, the Raman intensity was examined to explore optical interference effect between graphene and substrate, which validated the high thermal contact resistance induced by the corrugation of graphene [25, 47].

The separate laser heating method developed by Tang et al. makes it possible to control the heating by using a desired laser wavelength [47]. Also, the heating laser energy can be continuously adjusted without touching the sample. This guarantees the whole optical path stays exactly the same during Raman-based thermal characterization. This is extremely important for Raman thermal probing as any small change in optical alignment will shift the Raman signal (peak position, intensity, and linewidth). Caution should be exercised for using different objectives or neutral density filter to adjust the Raman excitation laser energy to vary the heating level. This extensive and careful systematic study has revealed this kind of operation will induce slight optical path change and result in undesired Raman scattering change.

3 Thermal transport across atomic-layer interface: physics and understanding

In this section, experimental results on interfacial thermal resistance measured by the methods referred in the last section are classified into two scenarios to discuss. A summary of experimental results is listed in Table 1.

3.1 Graphene interfaces within the sandwiched structure

For the 3ω and ultrafast methods, direct measurement on the bare graphene interface is not applicable as analyzed in the above section. In Chen et al.’s work, graphene flakes with different thickness from 1.2 nm to 3 nm were sandwiched between SiO$_2$ layers. The thermal contact resistance was measured from $5.6 \times 10^{-9}$ to $1.2 \times 10^{-8}$ K m$^2$/W with temperatures from 42 to 310 K [28]. The thermal resistance has a down trend with temperature for all samples. The measured low contact resistance might stem from the coating of a top oxide layer on the bare graphene for the differential 3ω measurement because the coating of the oxide layer could make the graphene interface be much tighter than the original state. The phonon transmission from the bare graphene layer to the substrate could be significantly different from the sandwiched graphene structure between two oxide materials. As the metallic strip acts as the heater and the temperature monitor of the measurement, the top-down phonon transmission between two oxide layers might dominate the thermal transport, and the interfacial thermal contacts with graphene layer (two sides) is not as important.

The same issue induced by the extra metallic coating also exists in the thermal characterization of graphene interfaces by using the pump-probe method [22, 23, 48]. The coated metallic layer on graphene is used for absorption of laser pulse and facilitating well-defined thermal probing. However, how the deposition of additional metallic layer affects thermal transport across the atomic-layer interface remains unclear. In Zhang et al.’s work, the embedded graphene between the thermal evaporated Al film and Si substrate can enhance interfacial thermal transport, which means there is apparently negative thermal contact resistance between graphene and interfacial materials [22]. It is explained that the graphene prevents the diffusion of Au atoms into substrate and reduces the thickness of the intermixing layer. To validate this speculation, they conducted the measurement for
magnetron-sputtered Al films. It is found that the embedded graphene contributes to the interfacial thermal resistance for magnetron-sputtered Al film due to the increased number of interfaces [22]. Their results prove that different coatings on graphene layer would change the interfacial thermal transport significantly. Sometimes, the thermal contact resistance of graphene interfaces can be shadowed by the thermal transport from the coated layer to substrate. Koh et al. also conducted the pump-probe experiment to measure the overall thermal conductance of Au/Ti/graphene/SiO$_2$ interface as 25 MW/m$^2$K, which is much smaller than that of the Au/Ti/SiO$_2$ interface [48]. They attribute the reduction in phonon transmission to the limit in graphene/metal contact [48]. Hopkins et al. studied the effect of functional groups on thermal conductance of graphene interface [23]. The measured values for Al/monolayer graphene/SiO$_2$ ranges from 20 to 30 MW/m$^2$K at temperatures from 100 K to 400 K. They revealed that the hydrogen functionalization process introduces disorder in graphene and does not add any bonding mechanism. Oxygen functionalization increases the covalent bond between Al and graphene, thus, improving the thermal conductance between them [23].

For graphene/semiconductor interfaces, the main energy carrier in both graphene and substrate is phonon. Therefore, the energy transport is mainly dominated by phonon transmission. When it comes to the graphene/metal interfaces, as the electron is the main energy carrier in metals, while phonon dominates heat transport in graphene, both phonon and electron participate in the interfacial energy transport: that is, phonon/phonon interaction, electron/phonon interaction, and electron/electron interaction are all involved in the energy transmission. Koh et al. found that phonon/phonon interaction still dominates the thermal transport across graphene-metal interfaces [48]. For sandwiched graphene structures, the deposited layer of either metallic atoms or semiconductor atoms would impact the energy transport across the graphene interface. As the energy dissipates from the deposition layer to the substrate, and monolayer graphene has only atomic-level thickness, the energy transport can happen directly between the deposition layer and the substrate. The existence of the graphene interface has a minor effect during this energy transport because the atomic potential still plays an important role between deposition atoms and substrate. It is difficult to define whether the existence of the graphene layer would promote the energy transport between deposition layer and substrate or weaken it. This is why the graphene interface thermal resistance is small for sandwiched structures compared with unconstrained interfaces.

### 3.2 Unconstrained graphene interface

The unique property of graphene and its atomic thickness prevents the application of the aforementioned either 3ω or pump-probe method directly on virgin graphene interfaces. For unconstrained graphene interfaces, Raman thermometry is a more effective method because the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interface</th>
<th>Thermal resistance (K m$^2$/W)</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Al/Graphene/SiO$_2$</td>
<td>$5.6 \times 10^{-8}$ to $1.2 \times 10^{-8}$</td>
<td>3ω Method</td>
<td>[28]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetron sputtered Al/Graphene/Si</td>
<td>$1.6 \times 10^{-8}$</td>
<td>Pump probe</td>
<td>[22]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au/Ti/Graphene/SiO$_2$</td>
<td>$4 \times 10^{-8}$</td>
<td>Pump probe</td>
<td>[48]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al/Graphene/SiO$_2$</td>
<td>$3.3-5 \times 10^{-8}$</td>
<td>Pump probe</td>
<td>[23]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphene/SiO$_2$</td>
<td>$2 \times 10^{-8}$</td>
<td>Pump probe</td>
<td>[43]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tri-layer graphene/4H-SiC</td>
<td>$5.3 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>Electrical heating Raman probing</td>
<td>[21]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphene/hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN)</td>
<td>$1.32 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
<td>Electrical heating Raman probing</td>
<td>[49]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphene/Si</td>
<td>$3.57 \times 10^{-8}$</td>
<td>Raman method</td>
<td>[46]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphene/SiO$_2$</td>
<td>$5.46 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>Photon heating Raman probing</td>
<td>[25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphene/SiC</td>
<td>$7.6 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>Photon heating Raman probing</td>
<td>[25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphene/SiC</td>
<td>$2.44 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>Photon heating Raman probing</td>
<td>[47]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphene/6H-SiC</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^{-8}$</td>
<td>Molecular dynamics</td>
<td>[50]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNT/CNT</td>
<td>$6.46 \times 10^{-8}$</td>
<td>Molecular dynamics</td>
<td>[51]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphene/Si</td>
<td>$3.52 \times 10^{-8}$</td>
<td>Molecular dynamics</td>
<td>[52]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphene/graphene</td>
<td>$1.48-4.88 \times 10^{-11}$</td>
<td>Molecular dynamics</td>
<td>[52]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphene/6H-SiC</td>
<td>$2 \times 10^{-8}$</td>
<td>Molecular dynamics</td>
<td>[53]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphene/graphene</td>
<td>$0.2-4 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
<td>Molecular dynamics</td>
<td>[54]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphene/SiO$_2$</td>
<td>$4 \times 10^{-8}$</td>
<td>Theoretical calculation</td>
<td>[55]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
temperature difference of materials across the interface can be directly distinguished by a single shot of Raman spectrum. It provides the most direct interface characterization based on photon scattering, and the interface thermal transport is not affected by the coating treatment. Current works available based on Raman thermometry can be divided into two categories: electrical heating and laser heating. Electrical heating can generate a uniform temperature field for heat dissipation, and the physical model for interfacial thermal transport is simple. The drawback is that the applicable graphene interfaces involves much uncertainties in sample morphology (including the corrugation, breaks). The undesired heat accumulation at the breaks/corrugations might contribute large uncertainties in the determination of interfacial thermal resistance.

The measurement results under intensive Joule heating show that the interfacial thermal resistance is increased by orders of magnitude due to the interface mismatch induced by thermal expansion effect. In Yue et al.’s experiment, the thermal contact resistance between trilayer graphene and SiC is measured as 5.3×10⁻⁵ K m²/W by using the electrical-heating Raman-probing method [21]. Recently, Chen et al. used the electrical-heating method to measure the interface conductance across graphene/hexagonal boron nitride heterojunction as 7.4×10⁻⁶ W/m² K. This value is also orders of magnitude lower than the values measured by the pump-probe method. They attributed the low thermal conductance to the high electrical power applied on the graphene layer [49]. The significance of Yue et al. and Chen et al.’s works is achieving the nanoscale spatial resolution for direct temperature probing without any coating or pretreatment [21, 49]. Actually, the thermal resistance between boron nitride and silicon substrate can also be extracted across two interfaces by this direct temperature probing method. Therefore, thermal conductance across two nanoscale interfaces can be readily obtained from a single shot of Raman spectrum.

The laser heating method is very effective for the localized heating experiment, as well as reaching a predefined level of heating easily. It avoids the circuit fabrication for Joule heating, but the optical alignment needs to be carefully adjusted to make sure the focal point of the probing laser falls inside the heating area. The thermal model is a little more complicated, but it is an effective method to study the localized heat transfer at the graphene interface. In Cai et al.’s work, the interfacial thermal conductance between graphene and Si substrate is measured as 28±16/9.2 MW/m² K [46]. Tang et al. determined the thermal conductance (G) as 18.3±10 and 26.6±10 W/m² K for graphene/Si and graphene/SiO₂ interfaces, which is five orders of magnitude lower than the normal thermal interfacial conductance [25]. Recent work also by Tang et al. reported the thermal conductance (G) as 410±7 W/m² K for graphene/SiC interface [47]. Their detailed surface morphology study revealed large graphene corrugation. The extremely low thermal conductance stems from the decoupling effect of phonon transport across the graphene interface due to the loose interface mechanical coupling, which is validated by strain analysis from Raman peak shift. In their work, the Raman intensity was employed as an effective tool to study the interference effect between graphene and substrate to probe the delamination phenomenon at the interface [25, 47]. A detailed study in that work revealed that a slight increase in the interface spacing will significantly increase the interfacial thermal resistance. The Raman-based dual thermal probing method provides a pathway for comprehensive study of complex structures of graphene interfaces, especially for corrugation/wrinkling problems. In Raman-based thermal transport study, the Raman shift (wave number) is widely used to determine the temperature. It needs to be pointed out that the Raman shift can be affected by both temperature and stress. Therefore, comprehensive Raman spectrum evaluation, including Raman shift, linewidth, and Raman intensity is always needed to give the best evaluation of the temperature rise and interface thermal resistance.

As the Raman method is based on the scattering effect of the atomic material rather than on the reflection of the probing laser in the pump-probe method, it requires the to-be-measured material be transparent to let the probe laser reach the substrate to excite the Raman signal of the substrate material. The unconstrained graphene interface has a thickness of nanometers and is perfect for applying Raman thermometry. As the measurement accuracy of Raman thermometry is determined by the resolution of the spectrometer, which always has a limit, for tight interfaces, which feature a small thermal contact resistance, the temperature difference across the interface is small and is difficult to probe by the Raman method. An effective way is to increase heat flux density to increase the temperature difference. On the other hand, the high temperatures induced by the high heat flux density could result in thermal expansion mismatch. If the mismatch is strong, delamination at the tight interface could happen and will break the original tight contact. In addition, the mismatch at the interface builds up the local stress. Therefore, sole use of Raman frequency (wave number) method cannot guarantee the accuracy of temperature determination as the signal is also affected by the local strain/stress. Raman linewidth is preferred for the temperature measurement under the condition that the focal level of probing
laser during the measurement is kept constant. Therefore, the combined analysis based on Raman shift, linewidth, and intensity gives more detailed and reliable information about the thermal transport and morphology of graphene interfaces. From the other point of view, as the temperature probing resolution is limited by the resolution of spectrometer, and only large temperature differences can be probed by the Raman method, the Raman method is very effective in measuring the interface material with loose contact or with large interface thermal resistance. This conclusion is based on the steady-state measurement. For transient measurement, the temperature differential can be distinguished by applying a high-energy laser pulse, which combines the advantages of ultrafast pump-probe method and Raman thermometry. This allows one to apply the Raman method to measure graphene interfaces with tight contact. In summary, the Raman method can be used in either steady-state thermal characterization or transient measurement for measuring tight or loose interfaces. Current work is not available to date, and this proposal will be detailed in the section of future work.

4 Atomistic-scale modeling of interface thermal transport: methods

4.1 Non-equilibrium molecular dynamics

Non-equilibrium molecular dynamics (NEMD) simulation is widely used for calculations of interfacial thermal resistance. By applying a heating source and heat sink separately at the opposite edges of the composite system, a temperature gradient will be built up in the heat flux direction after the system reaches thermal equilibrium. The temperature drop occurring at the interface of the composite system, and only large temperature differences can be probed by the Raman method, the Raman method is very effective in measuring the interface material with loose contact or with large interface thermal resistance. This conclusion is based on the steady-state measurement. For transient measurement, the temperature differential can be distinguished by applying a high-energy laser pulse, which combines the advantages of ultrafast pump-probe method and Raman thermometry. This allows one to apply the Raman method to measure graphene interfaces with tight contact. In summary, the Raman method can be used in either steady-state thermal characterization or transient measurement for measuring tight or loose interfaces. Current work is not available to date, and this proposal will be detailed in the section of future work.

For bulk materials containing tens of atomic layers in the heat flux direction, the NEMD method has been extensively used to calculate the interfacial thermal resistance [50–52, 56–58]. After thermal equilibrium calculations, the thermal conductivity of each material can be calculated by linear fitting of the temperature profile. The heating and cooling regions are excluded from this fitting process to reduce errors [51, 52, 57, 58]. In MD simulations, kinetic energies are constantly added/subtracted in the heating/cooling areas for temperature controls. In this ultrafast energy exchange process, in the heating/cooling regions, kinetic and potential energies are in non-equilibrium state, and phonon boundary scattering is furious at the interface between the heating/unheating (or cooling/uncooling) regions. Therefore, the temperature drop is nonuniform in these regions and must be excluded from thermal conductivity calculation.

For two-dimensional (2D) materials like graphene, the NEMD method for thermal contact resistance calculations should be used with great caution. Based on the above discussions, if a heat flux is directly imposed on the 2D material, the temperatures calculated from this region could be illusory, and temperature jump at the interface will be inaccurate. To avoid this controversial situation, the 2D material can be put in the middle of a sandwiched structure [50, 53, 54]. After the system reaches thermal equilibrium, the temperature of the 2D material and its adjacent layers will be recorded and used for thermal contact resistance calculations. For this modeling treatment, the materials on both sides of the 2D material could have long-range interaction and exchange energy directly without via the 2D material (if the 2D material is very thin). This will change the interface energy coupling scenario. Also, the extra material on the side of the 2D material will constrain the phonon movement of the 2D material, thereby, leading to undesired phonon alteration.

4.2 Numerical pump-probe method

As introduced in the above sections, the pump-probe method also has been employed extensively in thermal characterization of bulk materials and thin films [22, 27, 43, 59–61]. In this pump-probe technique, a high-repetition rate pulse source is favored than low-repetition rate amplified systems as high-repetition rate allows for pump-beam modulation and lock-in detection at high frequencies. However, under such high repetition rates, there is no sufficient time for the system to reach thermal equilibrium between laser pulses. The heating effects will accumulate over time. Schmidt et al. discussed the relationship between pulse accumulation and radial heat conduction in the pump-probe method and demonstrated how pulse accumulation allows for probing of two thermal length scales simultaneously [59]. A pump-probe method using molecular dynamics simulation has been used in our research to study the surface roughness effect on thermal transport across the graphene-silicon interface [62]. The principle of the pump-probe methodology
in MD simulation is the same as experimental characterization. Compared to the traditional NEMD method, this technique is focused on the dynamic thermal response of the system and can greatly reduce the computation time. Also, it eliminates the undesired phonon scattering in the 2D material due to localized heating/cooling.

4.3 Other methods

Theoretical methods using the acoustic mismatch model (AMM) [63, 64] and diffuse mismatch model (DMM) [65] are widely used to study interfacial thermal resistance properties at low temperatures. The AMM assumes that the interface between two materials is perfectly specular, and the phonons either transmitting or reflecting at the interface should obey Snell’s law. However, this ideal case only represents a limited number of modern devices. To better describe the interface phonon scattering, the diffuse mismatch model is developed. The DMM assumes that when crossing the interface, the phonons will lose track of which side of the interface they come from, as well as their former directions and polarizations. The transmissivity has no angular or phonon mode dependency because of the nature of diffusive scattering. Both AMM and DMM can predict experimental data quite well at low temperatures [38, 65]. However, at high temperatures, most of the practical material systems are not consistent with the corresponding assumptions, which will cause great discrepancy in the interfacial thermal resistance between the model predictions and experimental results. Theoretical models have been developed to study the thermal transfer across weakly coupled systems with a flat interface. Thermal contact resistance between graphene and amorphous SiO$_2$ is calculated at $4 \times 10^{-6}$ K m$^2$/W by estimating the heat transfer coefficient at the interface [55]. A summary of simulation and theoretical calculation results is also presented in Table 1.

5 Interface thermal transport modeling: physics and understanding

5.1 Interfacial thermal resistance determination

While the in-plane thermal transport in graphene can be sustained by acoustic vibrational modes called phonons, the dominant heat carriers across the graphene interface in the out-of-plane direction are still unknown [16, 48, 66]. To study the thermal transport across the atomic-layer interface, a pump-probe method is developed in our lab using MD simulations to calculate the interfacial thermal resistance between graphene nanoribbon (GNR) and silicon crystal. The second generation of Brenner potential [67]; reactive empirical bond order (REBO), based on the Tersoff potential with interactions between C-C bonds, is employed to model the graphene system [68, 69]. The Tersoff potential with interactions between Si-Si bonds is used to model the silicon system. The REBO potential is chosen because its functions and parameters are known to give reasonable predictions of the thermal properties of graphene [21], whereas the adaptive intermolecular reactive empirical bond order (AIREBO) was reported to underestimate the dispersion of ZA phonons in graphene [70]. It has been proposed that the interactions between carbon atoms and the substrate are primarily short-range van der Waals type (vdW) [71, 72]. Therefore, the C-Si couplings are modeled as vdW interactions using the Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential $V(r)=4\varepsilon[(\sigma/r)^{12}-(\sigma/r)^6]$, where $\sigma$ is the distance parameter, $\varepsilon$ is the energy parameter, and $r$ is the interatomic distance. The $\varepsilon$ parameter determines the strength of the specific interactions between graphene and silicon. In the calculation, $\varepsilon$ and $\sigma$ are set as 8.909 meV and 3.326 Å, respectively [73]. To save computational time, the LJ potential is truncated at a cutoff distance of $r_c=3.5\sigma$. The initial velocities in each direction are extracted from the Gaussian distribution for the given temperature 300 K. At the start of the simulation, the position of the GNR is located 3.7 Å above the upper layer of the Si bulk. A configuration of the system is shown in Figure 5A. Periodic boundary conditions are applied to the $x$ and $y$ directions, and free boundary condition is applied to the $z$ direction. Dimensions of the GNR are smaller than those of the silicon to avoid boundary interactions through the periodic boundaries. The step for time integration is 0.5 fs (1 fs=$10^{-15}$ s). All MD simulations are performed using the large-scale atomic/molecular massively parallel simulator (LAMMPS) package [74].

As shown in Figure 5A, after the MD system reaches thermal equilibrium, an ultrafast heat impulse is applied on the supported GNR. In the heating process, non translational kinetic energy is evenly added to the GNR system in each direction by rescaling velocities of atoms. When the excitation is released, the temperature of the GNR ($T_{\text{GR}}$) will increase dramatically and then gradually reduce during the thermal relaxation process. In our work, three layers of silicon atoms beneath the supported GNR are grouped to calculate the surface temperature of the silicon...
bulk ($T_{Si}$) as shown in Figure 5A. The $T_{GNR}$, $T_{Si}$, and GNR system energy ($E_t$) are recorded each time step during the thermal relaxation. In the MD simulation, the energy decay of the GNR is only caused by its thermal energy loss to the silicon system. Therefore, given the energy and temperature evolution of the graphene system, the interfacial thermal resistance ($R$) between the supported GNR and silicon substrate can be calculated using the equation

$$\frac{\partial E_t}{\partial t} = \frac{T_{GNR} - T_{Si}}{R/A}$$

where $E_t$ is the system’s energy of the supported GNR, and $A$ is GNR’s area. Instant $R$ results can be calculated at each time step according to the local energy-changing rate and corresponding temperature difference. We have tried this method and found that it is subject to the noise in the energy decay, and the calculated interface thermal resistance has a very large uncertainty. If $R$ has little variation within the temperature range during thermal relaxation, a constant $R$ value can be substituted into Eq. (1) to predict the $E_t$ profiles. Under such scenario, the interfacial thermal resistance can be calculated by fitting the $E_t$ profile using the least square method based on an integral form of Eq. (1) as detailed in the next section.

To understand the thermal transport across the graphene and substrate interface, a silicon crystal with dimensions of $5.8\times40.0\times5.4$ nm$^3$ ($x\times y \times z$) is built. The size of the supported GNR is $4.1\times38.5$ nm$^2$ ($x\times y$). After 300 ps canonical ensemble (NVT) and 100 ps microcanonical ensemble (NVE) calculation, the whole system reaches thermal equilibrium at 300 K. Then, the GNR is exposed to a thermal impulse of $\dot{q}_{in} = -31.27 \times 10^5$ W for 50 fs. After excitation, $T_{GNR}$ increases to 559.7 K, and the adjacent silicon surface temperature $T_{Si}$ is 299.4 K as shown in Figure 5B. In the following 150-ps thermal relaxation process, energy dissipation from graphene to the silicon substrate is recorded, and the interfacial thermal resistance is calculated. The equilibrium distance between graphene and Si-substrate surface is 3.2 Å based on the modeling. The energy and temperature results are averaged over 100 steps in the calculation to suppress noise. Temperature evolutions and energy fitting results are shown in Figure 5B. It is observed that after the 50-fs thermal excitation is released, the energy of the graphene goes down quickly and the temperature of graphene approaches a steady state.
Due to the energy transfer to the Si substrate. At the same time, the graphene temperature also goes down accordingly, and a slight temperature rise is observed for the silicon atoms adjacent to the interface. The energy decay fitting in Figure 5B is performed based on Eq. (1) and takes the integral form as $E_i = E_0 + (R/A) \int_0^t (T_{GNR} - T_{Si}) \, dt$. Here, $R$ is treated constant, and such assumption will be discussed and validated later. $E_0$ is graphene’s initial energy.

The calculated thermal resistance $R_{th,0}$ equals 3.72×10⁻⁸ K·m²/W, which is in the same magnitude with previous studies of graphene on 6H-SiC and SiO₂ [28, 53]. At the beginning of the thermal relaxation process, a faster decay in GNR’s total energy is observed. This is caused by the strong energy disturbance induced by the thermal impulse to the system. During that period, the potential and kinetic energies have not yet reached equilibrium. Therefore, the initial part (5 ps) of the thermal relaxation profile is strongly dominated by the energy transfer from kinetic to potential energy in graphene and is excluded from the fitting process. It can be observed from Figure 5B that the fitting curve soundly matches the energy profile using a constant $R_{th,0}$. This leads to a strong conclusion that the interfacial thermal resistance between GNR and Si does not have large change over the relaxation temperature of 300–500 K.

To further assess the validity of the overall fitting method with a constant $R$, a new case with GNR’s dimensions of 4.1×18.3 nm² (x×y) is built. The silicon substrate used is 5.8×20.0×5.4 nm³ (x×y×z). In this case, the heating rate $q_{th} = 6.04×10^{-3}$ W, and both overall and instant $R$ values are calculated and compared. The overall fitting results using integration is shown in Figure 6A, and $R$ is calculated at 3.52×10⁻⁸ K·m²/W. As the energy decay is driven by the temperature difference $\Delta T = T_{GNR} - T_{Si}$, the energy relaxation profile of GNR can be correlated to $\Delta T \, dt$ directly and slope of the profile can be linearly fitted to calculate the segment interfacial thermal resistance values, which is around the overall fitting results.

5.2 Phonon mode energy decay and thermal rectification discussion

In the preceding discussions, it has been mentioned that the presence of a substrate will significantly affect the thermal transport in graphene due to the damping of ZA phonons. The thermal conductivity of supported graphene is suppressed due to the strong phonon coupling at the interface. To obtain an insightful understanding of this problem, the decomposed energies for each phonon mode is evaluated for a 4.1×38.5 nm² supported GNR. The energy is normalized to a nominal temperature defined as $E_i/(1/2)k_B$ with unit K and is used to present the energy values in each direction. Here, $E_i$ is the kinetic energy in the direction $i$ (x, y, or z), and $k_B$ is the Boltzmann constant. Energy evolutions for the thermal relaxation process are shown in Figure 6. The nominal temperatures of the three phonon modes are around the same value of 550 K at the beginning point ($t=0$) of the thermal relaxation process.
(inset of Figure 7). However, it is noticed that there is a quick drop of $E_z$ when the thermal excitation is released. This is largely caused by the stronger coupling between the kinetic energy and potential energy for out-of-plane movements. Owing to the relative lower energy of the ZA phonons, the in-plane longitudinal (LA) and transverse (TA) phonons will keep transferring thermal energy to ZA phonons until the energy difference is gone. This can be seen from the decreasing energy gaps between $E_x$, $E_y$, and $E_z$ along the relaxation process. The energy coupling rates among different phonon modes have been discussed in our previous study on energy inversion in graphene [75].

At nominal temperature 80 K, the phonon relaxation time among in-plane and out-of-plane phonons is 4.7 times larger than that between in-plane phonons, meaning the energy transfer for LA→ZA and TA→ZA are much slower than that between LA and TA.

Thermal rectification has been found in asymmetric graphene nanoribbons with different chirality [15, 76–79]. However, up to date, the thermal rectification between supported graphene and its substrate has not yet been studied. To explore this important thermal phenomenon, a silicon substrate with dimensions of 5.8×10.2×5.4 nm$^3$ (x×y×z) is built, and the supported GNR is 4.1×38.5 nm$^2$ (x×y). After the system reaches thermal equilibrium at 300 K, a heat impulse $q_{in}=2.84×10^{-5}$ W is imposed on the GNR system and by fitting the GNR’s energy relaxation profile, the interfacial thermal resistance is calculated at 3.31×10$^{-8}$ K·m$^2$/W. In this process, the energy is transferred from the heated graphene to the silicon substrate. To investigate the thermal rectification across the graphene-Si interface, two more cases are calculated with different initial system temperatures. The equilibrium temperature for the first case is 400 K. After the thermal equilibrium calculation, thermal energy is removed from the GNR system for 50 fs with a cooling rate $q_{out}=-2.48×10^{-4}$ W, and $T_{GNR}$ drops to 175 K at the end of the cooling process. The interfacial thermal resistance ($R$) is calculated at 3.20×10$^{-8}$ K·m$^2$/W based on global data fitting. This $R$ value is only 3% lower than that of the case with $T_{GNR}>T_{Si}$. For the second case, the initial system temperature is set at 350 K. After cooling the supported GNR with $q_{out}=1.24×10^{-4}$ W for 50 fs, $T_{GNR}$ decreases to 250 K. Following the same calculation procedure, the interfacial thermal resistance is calculated at 3.62×10$^{-8}$ K·m$^2$/W, which is 9% higher than that of the case with $T_{GNR}>T_{Si}$. It has been observed in the above discussions that the thermal resistance between graphene and the Si substrate do not have substantial changes against temperature, indicating that the thermal resistance for the cases with $T_{GNR}<T_{Si}$ will be around the same values as the above two cases. Considering the calculation uncertainty, the difference between the heating ($T_{GNR}>T_{Si}$) and cooling ($T_{GNR}<T_{Si}$) cases are very small. It is safe to conclude that there is no thermal rectification phenomenon in thermal transport across the graphene and silicon interface.

5.3 Size effect on graphene’s interfacial thermal resistance

The size dependence of thermal conductivity has been reported in various low-dimensional nanomaterials [75, 80–83]. As a novel 2D material, it is found that the thermal conductivity of suspended graphene and graphene nanoribbons (GNR) is also size dependent [84, 85]. The length effect on the thermal conductivity of graphene is due to its intrinsically long phonon mean free path, which is up to 775 nm at room temperature [66]. The confined dimension in the lateral directions of supported graphene will greatly affect the phonon behaviors at the graphene-substrate interface. Therefore, it is of great interest to investigate the effects of dimension on the interfacial thermal resistance between graphene and silicon.

To study the size effect on the interfacial thermal resistance, we fix the GNR’s width at 4.1 nm and substrate thickness at 5.4 nm. Supported GNRS with lengths of 1.6, 2.7, 8.6, 18.3, 38.5, and 78.2 nm are designed and studied. The thermal resistance results calculated using the pump-probe method are shown in Figure 8A. It can be observed from Figure 8A that the length of the supported GNR has significant impact on the interfacial thermal resistance between GNR and Si at short length scales from 0 to 40 nm. When the length is larger than 40 nm, the calculated $R$
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Figure 8: Effect of graphene dimension on the interfacial thermal
stance. This phenomenon is explained in the inset in Figure
area ratio, the thermal resistance for the square-shaped GNR
thermals, which is 11.641 Å in all cases. The equilibrium
distance between GNR and Si substrate surface is ~3.2 Å.
This indicates that the actual surface areas involved in the
thermal transport process are larger than the projected
GNR areas on the Si substrate, which is used in the overall
fitting method to calculate the interfacial thermal resist-
ance. This phenomenon is explained in the inset in Figure
8A. The relation between the thermal resistance \( R \) cal-
culated using the overall fitting method and the ideal one
\( R_{\text{calc}} \) without the edge effect is expressed as
\[
R = \frac{R_{\text{calc}} \cdot W \cdot L}{(W + \xi)(L + \xi)}
\]  
(2)
where \( W \) and \( L \) are the width and length of the supported
GNR, respectively, and \( \xi \) is the effective distance extended
from the edge of the projected area, as is shown in the
inset of Figure 8A. Such area extension is caused by the
long-range vdW interaction. The interatomic forces in
the extended areas are much weaker compared to those
in the projected areas, making us believe that \( \xi \) is smaller
than 3.5 \( \sigma \). On the other hand, the contributions from the
extended areas cannot be neglected when the surface
area of the supported GNR is small. Given the calculated
thermal resistance values, we use Eq. (2) to fit the results
shown in Figure 8A to determine \( R_{\text{real}} \) and \( \xi \). The ideal
interfacial thermal resistance without the edge effect is
determined at \( 4.68 \times 10^{-5} \text{ K-m}^2/\text{W} \), and \( \xi \) is determined at
9.5 Å. The \( \xi \) value determined here is close to, and a little
smaller than, the cutoff distance used in the calculation
(11.641 Å), confirming our above prediction about the size
effect.

In the above calculations, the supported GNRs are
all rectangle shaped. To compare the effects of GNR’s
formation on the interfacial thermal resistance, square-
shaped GNRs with the same surface areas are built, and
the results are shown in Figure 8B. It is evident that the
interfacial thermal resistances of rectangle-shaped GNRs
are smaller than those of square-shaped ones. It is ready
to prove that under the same surface area, the rectangle
formations have larger perimeters than the square forma-
tions. Therefore, both the phonon boundary scatterings
and the effective thermal contact areas in the rectangle-
shaped GNRs will be larger than those in the square-
shaped GNRs, which will increase the phonon energy
decay rate and lead to a smaller thermal resistance. We
calculated that the extended distance \( \xi \) from the edges of
supported GNR is 9.5 Å. Therefore, the effective thermal
contact areas for both shapes can be calculated, and the
thermal resistance for the square-shaped GNRs can be
predicted. Take the 4.1×38.5-nm² GNR as an example,
its interfacial thermal resistance is 3.72×10⁻⁸ K-m²/s. The
square-shaped GNR with the same surface area has a
dimension 12.59×12.59 nm². After adding \( \xi \) to the width
and length calculation, their effective thermal contact
area ratio \( A_{\text{eff}}/A_{\text{eff},\text{rec}} \) is calculated at 1.09. Based on this
ratio, the thermal resistance for the square-shaped GNR
can be predicted at 4.04×10⁻⁸ K-m²/s. This prediction is
very close to the calculated result 4.01×10⁻⁸ K-m²/s by
direct MD simulation, which further proves the validity of
the effective surface area analysis. One argument would
arise that the size of the supported graphene will affect the
phonon mean free path, which then will affect the phonon
coupling between graphene and Si. We expect this specu-
lation would hold and be more visible for larger-size gra-
phenes. In our calculation, the graphene size is very small
(4.1 nm width for the rectangular one), so the phonon
mean free path in graphene is already significantly sup-
pressed and does not have strong/visible size effect on the
phonon coupling between graphene and Si.
5.4 Surface roughness’ effect on interfacial thermal resistance

In our previous work, we reported for the first time that by introducing sub-nm roughness on a silicon surface, the energy coupling between a single layer graphene and the Si substrate can be improved substantially [62]. To study the effect of the surface roughness on interfacial thermal transport, a 4.1×18.3-nm$^2$ (x×y) graphene nanoribbon (GNR) was built and placed on a silicon substrate with dimensions of 5.8×20.0×5.4 nm$^3$ (x×y×z). Configuration of the system is the same as in Figure 5A. Combinations of the surface roughness patterns are countless. In this work, a zebra-stripe pattern is used, and variations are made by changing the groove depth $\delta$. Consistency for comparisons is achieved by placing all grooves in the x direction of the Si substrate. The separation distance of the neighboring grooves is $\sim 2.0$ nm, which is the same as the width for each groove. Figure 9A–C show the atomic configurations of the systems after thermal equilibrium. Free boundary condition is applied to the out-of-plane direction, and periodic boundary conditions are applied to the in-plane directions. It is observed that when $\delta=0.54$ nm, the graphene is bent to fit the Si substrate surface, and both the supported and suspended areas are in close contact with Si. For $\delta=0.68$ nm, most of the suspended graphene area remains in close contact with the Si substrate but is partially separated from Si. For the $\delta=0.81$ nm case, all the suspended areas of the graphene are separated from the Si substrate. The reasons for such differences will be elucidated in the following discussions. Take the $\delta=2.0$ nm case as an example, after 300 ps NVT and 100 ps NVE calculations, the whole system reaches a thermal equilibrium at 300 K. Then, a thermal impulse of $q_m=6.0\times10^4$ W is applied to the supported GNR for 50 fs. The whole system is then left for thermal relaxation under NVE calculation for another 150 ps. The calculated thermal resistance ($R_{\delta=2.0\text{ nm}}$) is $4.42\times10^8$ K·m$^2$/W, 26% larger than the flat surface case under the same conditions.

To investigate the interfacial thermal resistance relation with surface roughness, variations have been made on the groove depth $\delta$ and cases of $\delta=0.27$, 0.54, 0.68, 0.81, 1.09, 1.49, and 2.0 nm are studied. Groove depths larger than 2.0 nm are not studied because the cutoff distance for the 12-6 LJ potential is only 1.16 nm. Therefore, it is safe to speculate that the thermal resistance values will not change substantially for $\delta>2.0$ nm. The calculated thermal resistance is shown in Figure 9D against the groove depth. For the results in Figure 9D, the real areas of the graphene, not their projected areas on the Si substrate, are used for resistance evaluation. It is very surprising and interesting to observe that the interfacial thermal resistance first decreases as $\delta$ becomes larger when the groove depth is smaller than 7 Å. $R$ reaches the lowest value of $3.09\times10^8$ K·m$^2$/W when $\delta$ is 5.4 Å. This is contrary to the traditional thought that, in comparison with a flat surface, a rough surface should always give a larger interfacial thermal resistance due to the poor contact. To explain this new finding, the interatomic forces between graphene and silicon are calculated for the $\delta=0.54$ nm case, and the results are shown in Figure 10A. The supported and suspended areas are cross-adjacent, and each region has a width of 2.0 nm. Owing to the roughness of the silicon surface, the interatomic forces are not evenly distributed in the supported graphene. For graphene over the groove, most of the C-Si distance is large, beyond the repulsive force range. So the C-Si interaction...
is attractive. When the groove depth is small, this attractive force is strong enough to bend the graphene to fit the silicon surface. As the overall force on the graphene will be zero in average, a net repulsive force will arise for the supported graphene areas. For example, at the location 4–6 nm in the length direction of the GNR (shown in Figure 10A) the graphene is supported, and the net interatomic force is calculated at +1.17 eV/Å. The positive sign indicates a repulsive force. This force gives a pressure of 228 MPa for the supported graphene. Such very high pressure will significantly reduce the local interfacial thermal resistance. At the location of 10–12 nm shown in Figure 10A, the graphene is suspended. The net force is -2.36 eV/Å, and the negative sign indicates an attractive force. The contact pressure between the graphene and Si substrate increases greatly in the supported graphene region due to the significant attractive force in the suspended regions. This is like the supported graphene region is pulled down on both sides by the attractive force in the suspended regions. The significantly increased contact pressure in the supported graphene region leads to a decreased thermal resistance between graphene and silicon. This thermal resistance decrease offsets the thermal resistance increase in the suspended region, giving an overall thermal resistance decrease.

From the above discussion, it is realized that the graphene is kind of stretched by the attractive force in the suspended region and repulsive force in the supported region. Such stretching could be reflected by the structure of the graphene. The radial distribution function (RDF) of the GNRs is calculated, and the results are shown in Figure 10B. As all the GNRs share the same structure, their RDFs give the same formation for all cases. However, detailed inspections reveal that the peaks become narrower and sharper when GNRs are supported on the dented Si substrate with a larger groove depth. Also, a slight shift of the first peak location to a larger atomic separation is observed. This firmly confirms that the structures of the GNRs on dented Si surface are stretched due to the existence of grooves. For more relaxed GNRs, like that on the flat Si surface, the structure is more relaxed, and the RDF peak has a broader line width.

When \( \delta \) becomes large enough, in the suspended region, a lot of graphene atoms will have very weak or zero interaction with Si atoms. To elucidate this phenomenon, the RDF between graphene and silicon are calculated, and the results are shown in Figure 10C. It is observed that the \( g(r) \) values are evidently larger at small groove depths and drop to a much lower level when \( \delta \) is increased from 0.54 nm to 0.81 nm observed in Figure 9D. This again proves the fact that when the groove depth is small, the supported graphene will stay closely with the dented Si surface. When graphene in the suspended region is completely separated from Si (weak/no coupling), the thermal resistance will jump suddenly. At the same time, the repulsive force in the supported area becomes smaller, and the local thermal resistance increases due to the reduced localized pressure.

**Figure 10:** (A) Interatomic forces between supported GNR and \( \delta=0.54 \) nm dented silicon substrate. The blue and red shaded areas indicate the supported and suspended GNR regions respectively. (B) Radial distribution functions for the supported GNRs. The peaks are sharper for the dented Si cases, indicating stretching in graphene. (C) Radial distribution functions between graphene and Si substrate. The \( g(r) \) values drop to significant lower levels when the groove depth \( \delta \) becomes larger than 0.81 nm. This explains the sudden thermal resistance increase from \( \delta=0.51 \) nm to \( \delta=0.81 \) nm observed in Figure 9D. Reproduced with permission from Reference [38]. The Royal Society of Chemistry, Copyright (2013).
Therefore, the graphene will hang over the grooves, and the corresponding thermal resistance increases due to significant reduction in thermal contact area.

6 Interfaces beyond graphene and challenges

6.1 Other 2-D materials beyond graphene

Similar 2-D materials beyond graphene, such as silicene [86], hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN), [87] and MoS$_2$ [88], are attracting more and more attentions. These materials might also possess extraordinary properties as graphene as the structure is similar, while they could feature some different properties due to different chemical composition. Unlike the even surface of graphene, silicene has a buckled honeycomb structure filled with silicon atoms. Recent studies show that the thermal conductivity of silicene is remarkably low compared with the high thermal conductivity of graphene [89–91]. The reason might stem from the buckled structure of silicone, which results in poor ZA mode of phonons and contribute little to thermal transport along the lateral direction. The ZA mode phonons are the main driving force for the high thermal conductivity of graphene [89]. The thermal transport in silicene under various conditions, such as thermal response under stretching [92] and hybrid heterostructure with graphene [93], have been studied. As the in-plane thermal conductivity is abnormally low, the interfacial thermal conductance of silicene interfaces is of great interest to investigate.

MoS$_2$ is an alternative of graphene that is stable as a layered material with a small band gap (graphene has no band gap) [94]. Therefore, MoS$_2$ has plenty of potential applications. Besides, MoS$_2$ has strong Raman excitation [95, 96]. A recent study shows that the thermal conductivity of few-layer MoS$_2$ measured by Raman thermometry is around 52 W/mK [88]. For h-BN, Jo et al. measured the thermal conductivity of a few layer samples as 230 W/mK by using the microbridge method [87]. Current works are focusing on the thermal transport study of these materials. It is still of great significance to study the thermal transport across these atomic-layer interface materials.

6.2 Challenges in thermal characterization

The experimental study of thermal transport across atomic-layer interfaces still remains a great challenge because of the complicated interface scenarios. As analyzed in the previous sections, the measurement technique needs to have extremely high spatial resolution for temperature probing across atomic-layer interfaces. This can be mediated by using ultrafast techniques. On the other hand, use of metallic coating brings up new issues about the phonon transmission across interfaces. Raman thermometry can be directly employed to measure temperature difference across the interface, while there is resolution limit of spectrometer, which requires temperature difference to be high enough to be sensible. In addition, the high temperature difference induced from the intensive heating might bring additional issue such as morphology modifications from thermal expansions. This issue can be resolved as indicated in the work by Tang et al. that a low temperature difference (just a few degrees) can be probed across the interface [25, 47]. As both techniques have advantages and unsolved issues, we are wondering whether the development of a new technique combining the advantages of ultrafast technique and Raman thermometry will work out in this complicated problem. As the Raman signal is not affected by laser reflections and ultrafast technique features extremely high temporal resolution, we propose that a new technique based on ultrafast Raman thermometry might advance the atomic-layer thermal measurement. Current work is being conducted in Wang’s laboratory in this direction.

From the perspective of material properties, the metallic coating (usually coated on top of graphene) would affect the phonon transmission across atomic-layer interfaces as discussed in previous sections. It would be better to study the virgin/original interface without any treatment or coatings to understand the thermal transport of interface materials in real scenario. For CVD-prepared graphene interfaces, the functional groups on graphene have strong impact on the thermal transport across the interface as demonstrated by Hopkins et al. [23]. How to utilize this effect for thermal manipulation, for example, to meet different heat dissipation purpose in different conditions, requires comprehensive understanding on how the functional groups are involved in the phonon transport. This is another area that needs to be focused on by either experimental study or MD simulations. In addition, the complicated morphology of graphene on substrates, such as the wrinkling effect or corrugation problem, does limit the phonon transport across the interface [25]. To what extent and how to prevent this effect need clearer understanding of phonon transmission mechanism, which imposes higher demand on thermal characterization techniques and numerical simulations.
For a highly coupled interface that has a small thermal contact resistance, the temperature difference across the interface becomes very small to measure, and the characterization can be very challenging. In the pump-probe technique, the thermal relaxation time is very short. To recover the exact application scenarios, the effect of various physical and chemistry factors on the graphene-interface energy transport needs to be studied. The heat flow through the interface can be tuned or altered with respect to that of pristine graphene by introducing atomistic alterations of the honeycomb lattice [97]. Such alterations can be achieved through strain [98, 99], folding [100], edge roughness [13–15], grain boundaries [12, 101], vacancies or Stone-Wales defects [102–104], isotopic impurities or substitutional defects [105, 106], and chemical functionalization [11]. It has been proven that by appropriately functionalizing the graphene sheets, it is possible to significantly reduce the Kapitza resistance at the graphene-liquid octane interface [107]. By tuning the vibration modes of the functional groups, the energy coupling between the supported membrane and the substrate can be enhanced. This will, in turn, reduce the thermal contact resistance at the interface.

7 Summary

Targeting the challenges confronted in the study of thermal transport across atomic-layer interfaces, this review discusses the current stage of knowledge in both thermal characterizations and numerical simulations involving thermal transport study of atomic-layer material interfaces. Commonly used techniques, including differential 3Ω method, ultrafast pump-probe method, and Raman thermometry with both electrical heating and laser heating methods, were compared and discussed in terms of measurement principle and experimental deployment. The corresponding results obtained by using these techniques in different scenarios are discussed. MD simulations provide an effective pathway to study the physical fundamentals of thermal transport at the atomic scale, the knowledge of which is essential for understanding how energy dissipates across the atomic-layer interface. At the end of this review, the existing challenges and future directions for the thermal characterization of atomic-layer material interfaces are prospected. The combination of the advantages of the pump-probe method and Raman thermometry, which are designated as an ultrafast Raman thermometry technique, should be a good direction for future interfacial thermal transport studies.
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